
 
SAVE OUR IMMORTAL SOULS 

 
In view of what is already widely published about the destruction of 
livelihoods, it is to be expected that the fact of acceleration will not be 
fully recognized or made public. 
Can only the unconditional trust in God save us from the collective 
depression? 
It takes the leap of faith to perceive the helping love of our Creator - how 
does that work? 
 
Are there any definite symptoms of the onset of collective depression? 
If these are to be valued as such, only miracles can save us: 
Distraction at all costs and addictions of all kinds under which the 
individual and society suffer. 
That a try makes sure and liberates is unbelievable and unheard of ... 
 
Does the whole of tragedy originate in a yearning that is inherent in every 
human being and is easily attempted to be fulfilled by astray? 
An unimaginable need that can no longer be hidden. Experiencing 
sexuality as a gift given by the Creator is THE FORMAL EXPERIENCE OF 
LIFE: The mind does not obey the instinct, but the other way around - 
CONFIDENCE - THE KEY EXPERIENCE *)  
Couples with this experience will happily pray together and know God's 
will when He wants to create a new human being with them ... depending 
on impulses, man is dangerous - for himself and the world; Spiritually we 
are the necessary enrichment of human coexistence.  
 
*) Whenever I have to choose or against God, 
    May I ask my guardian angel for help to act properly. I must have 
experienced  this happiness of liberation to guess what it means to be 
redeemed. Redemption gave us Jesus on the cross. He paid for all people 
of all time for all sins. Which mistakes can happen to humans, is shown to 
us by the ten commandments of love:  
SOULSERVICE (German) - Meditate instead of masturbating always frees  
Our look outside the box of space and time (German) 
 
 
For over 35 years cowardly silence begging forgiveness, Gebhard Blesl, https://gebsy.at 

 

https://gebsy.at/onewebmedia/Schlsselerlebnis_2B1982.pdf
https://gebsy.at/onewebmedia/Seelenservice.pdf
https://gebsy.at/onewebmedia/I%20M%20P%20U%20L%20S.pdf
https://gebsy.at/

